The use of the MyMaths website at Richard Hale School
Introduction
The internet provides a rich source of information that will serve to both help and to
challenge students in their study of mathematics. The Maths Department at Richard Hale
makes extensive use MyMaths:The MyMaths website:http://www.mymaths.co.uk/

This short guide is intended to provide an overview of the use of MyMaths within the maths
department at Richard Hale.
Logging on
Logging on to the MyMaths website requires a login identity and a password. The logon
identity is Hale and at the start of each academic year your son/daughter will be provided
with our school’s password which is changed on an annual basis. Simply enter both at the
welcome page and the world of MyMaths becomes available.
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Having logged on, students are presented with a list of resources, the most useful of which
is likely to be the library:-

Library

The Library is arranged into five separate sections (number, algebra, shape, data and
functional skills), each of which gives access to a number of generalised subtopics for
students to explore. Each subtopic has its own collection of presentations that provide a
structured approach that any student can use to improve their understanding of the
associated key learning points.

For example, in this next screen shot of the Number section, the subtopic of Percentages
has been expanded to reveal eleven separate presentations covering the full range of
aspects associated with this topic. The numbers to the left of each presentation provide an
indication of the level of the work contained within (with higher numbers representative of
increasingly harder work). The levels are further divided into ‘f’ and ‘h’ categories denoting
foundation or higher work respectively and directly applicable to the GCSE course being
followed. Clicking on the Level Filter will filter the list of presentations to provide a
shortened list relevant to the ability level chosen.
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Clicking on any of the presentations will provide an option to open a lesson on the chosen
topic along with a brief description of it (the option to launch a homework task should be
ignored).
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Individual student logon
The My Portal area of the website permits all students to login to the system and undertake
tasks that their teacher has set as work to be completed outside of the classroom. These
tasks will usually require a typed response and as such, answers are unique to the individual.
For this reason, each student is provided with their own individual login identity and their
own password (a 4 digit identity number and a 3 letter password) such that their responses
to homework tasks can be individually logged and performance assessed. This individual
login will stay with the student for the duration of their time at the school. This approach
allows the student and teacher alike to quickly establish areas of strength and weakness
facilitating the setting of individualised targets.
Upon logging into the MyMaths website under the pupil’s own username and password a
screen similar to the following appears:-
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Any homework tasks that are outstanding should appear in the middle of the page under
the title “My Homework” (in this example there are two tasks (each of which has 2
questions) for the student to tackle). Simply clicking on one of the two tasks (remember, the
first number is the ability level at which the task is pitched) will launch that particular
homework task. Once each question has been answered, click the Markit to see which
questions are correct and then before leaving after the two questions have been attempted
it is important to click the Checkout tab so that the system can score the student’s

work. Instant feedback is provided. If the task has been attempted previously,
each homework task moves from the My Homework area to the My Results area which
(once clicked) will provide a new list of every MyMaths task that the student has undertaken
for that teacher. This means that a student is free, at any point, to retackle any of the tasks
previously attempted in order to secure improved understanding and a better score. One of
the many excellent features of the MyMaths website is that the questions remain the same
in nature but their actual content changes such that corrected answers provided previously
cannot simply be copied across. This approach therefore represents a valuable mechanism
for helping to consolidate/improve student understanding of a particular topic and for this
reason multiple attempts at each task are encouraged.
In the My Results area students can use the Rate This button for each task set where they
can use ‘emoticon’ symbols to provide their teacher with feedback on how they felt about
the homework task (ranging from a smiley face indicating that the topic was easy to
something less happy indicating incomplete understanding of the topic). This is a valuable
tool for teachers to quickly establish whether a particular student is happy or struggling with
a given topic.
Students should always remember to logout when they have finished their session.

